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ABSTRACT
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scheme, "based on the factorization of mass singularities in the light-like gauge.

Some recent applications including the next-to-leading corrections are

presented (large p scattering, numerical analysis of the leptoproduction data).

A proposal is made for extending the method on the higher twist sector.
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The paper contains the presentation of techniques deve-

loped recently for studying the effects of scaling violation

in hard processes in the framework of perturbative QCD. Also

some examples of applications are given.

In Sec.2 I discuss the factorization scheme underlying

the whole presentation. The method is illustrated on the exam-

ple of deep inelastic scattering.

The general QCD formula, valid ^up to power law correc-

tions) for any hard process to any order in CX is discussed

In Sec.3. As an example of application, I present in See.4.

the recent results for 0(o(3j corrections to the large p_

scattering.

In Sec.5 I describe the method of solving the evolution

equations and of analyzing the data in the x space. As an

application, I present the results of the fit to the lepto-

production data.

A more detailed discussion of topics presented in Sees.

1-5 can be found in Refs [1] , [2] , [19], [22], [27] .
Finally, I propose in Sec.6 an extension of the scheme

in order to include the power law corrections (higher twists}.
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I discuss here the diagrammatic method of deriving the

scaling breaking phenomenona in hard processes in QCD. For de-

finiteness, I present the technique on the example of deep

Inelastic scattering: 1+h = 1' + anything. The general (mini-

mal twist) expression valid to any order in (X for arbitrary

hard process will he given ir ̂ «JC.3.

The method is based on the factorization of mass singu-

larities In the light-like gauge

and it has been described in detail in Refs [i,23> In the pre-

sentation given here I focus more attention on some aspects

of the scheme which will be relevant in the discussion of po-

wer like corrections (sec.6).

A natural starting point for discussing the scale brea-

king effects is the parton model ^3J.In the covariant formu-

lation of the model £4] the canonical scaling emerges as a

consequence of the ^postulated) softeness of hadron-parton

amplitudes. If one assumes that the hadronic blob H in Fig.1

is strongly damped for large virtual masses k of partons,

then only the handbag diagram contributes for large Q ("up to

power law corrections). We have therefore

(2.2)

where cl^^p) is the inclusive lepton-hadron cross-section

(the trivial dependence on the leptonic momenta 1,1' is omit-

ted), M is the modulus squared of the (Born) lepton-quark am-

plitude and H stands for the hadronic blob in Fig.1. (The no-

tation dM meana M times the differential phase space volume

of the outgoing lepton 1' ) . The quark lines carrying the mo-

mentum k are off-shell and the spinor indices of dM are con-

tracted with those of H.

Throughout this paper we will use the following para-

metrization of the momenta;

(2.3;

what is equivalent ' to the Sudakov decomposition

where

We take also

fa

(2.6)

2 » - q 2so that Q2 » -q2 and x& = Q2/2pq 13 the Bjorken variable.
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On the level of the parton model, n is just an auxiliary

light-like vector. In QCDj it will be convenient to identify

it with the vector n in eq. (2.1), defining the light-like

gauge. As seen from eqs.(2.1),(2.4) , both parton model and

QCD formulae muat be invariant under rescaling of n:

m (2.1)

To derive the parton model formula, one should expand

M(q,k) in eq. (2.2) in a Taylor series in O = k-xp around

0=0:

M

Explicit expression for dM reads

(2.9)

where

An

r is the leptonic tensor, so that

The terms k2/Q2i fc£/Q2( when integrated with the soft ha-

dronic Talob give power law corrections. Retaining only the

leading term we get

where

Mote that the integral over k2 in eq. (2.12") ranges now up

to -CO ; the kinematical upper bound

coming from the O function in eq. (2.9) has been lost

after Taylor expansion. In consequence, h(x,p,n) does not

know anything about Q 2 and the canonical scaling emerges:

where

The only question is wheather the integral (2.1a)

exist3 at all. It is clearly the caae in the covariant par-

ton model, due to the softeneaa of H. In QCD, however, as

well as in any other renormalizable field theory, the func-

tion F(x), defined as in eq.(2.12)

is logarithmically divergent: F{V) can be interpreted aa a

zero momentum vertex (see Fig.2) with the insertion

J-- 5(~x~to^) on the top and we see immediately that the

diagrams like in Fig.3 are ultraviolet (JJVJ divergent.
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It means that even the leading term in eq.(2.8) does
2

not scale but it reveals some logarithmic Q dependence.

There are two complementary ways of studying the re-

sulting scaling violation effects:

a) one can consider F(x) as a matrix element of the

operator JafoSCx-K^) ; the Q 2 dependence can be then ana-

lyzed by performing the standard renoraalization procedure.

This method is used within the framework of the operator

product expansion (OPE)[5j. Also the related "cut vertex"

technique [6] is developed along this line.

b) one can isolate explicitly the divergent part of F

and redefine H in such a way that the integral in eq.(2.12)

converges. For this reason, let us observe that the OV diver-

gences emerge only if there are two-particle intermediate

states in the t channel, whereas, e.g. the diagram in Fig.4

13 finite as long as the hadronlc blob therein does not

contain two-particle states . Therefore, instead of eq.(2

we write fsee Fig.5y

where now M is the modulus squared of the full lepto&-parton

amplitude and H is a two-particle irreducible (2PI) blob.

The sum in eq.(2.17j runs over all QGD partons: a = q,q,G.

Expanding M as before we get
A I A

where

and e are tensor/spinor matrices (their explicit form will

be given later - see eq.(2.26)) .

The integral in eq. (2.19) is £TV convergent but dC

does not scale: the higher order diagrams, like the one in

Fig.6 contain logarithms of the form log Q /m for massive

partons or are just divergent in the massless theory. There-

fore the analysis of the logarithmic scaling violation Is re-

duced here to the study of mass singularities in the physical

partonie cross-sections in the massless theory.

In this paper, we follow the method b). Various tech-

niques have been developed along this line[s-1o] . The scheme pre-

sented here can be considered as a continuation of the facto-

rization program of Ref3 [<jj , [i oj.

In order to extract the mass singularities appearing in

M(q,xp) we will use the Bethe-Salpeter equation for M:

A (2.21 )

where C and K are, respectively, the photon-parton and the

parton-parton 2PI kernels (see Fig.7). In eq. (2.21) and in

the following we use the compact notation for the product C

of two kernels A and B; C°AB means
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where W(X , are tensor/splnor indices and a,Tp,c =

Both ultraviolet and mass singularities are regulari-

zed dimensionally by performing all integrals in m = 4 + S

dimensions [11]. First, we ici "ate and. subtract off the tJV

by taking €< O and keeping the external lines slightly

off-shell. Next, we perform the analytic continuation of

the result to the region € > O and put external partons

on-9hell. The mass singularities emerge now as poles in ^

around € = 0. (For the treatment of the Infrared singula-

rities in the light-like gauge see Ref. [ij) .

To isolate the divergent part, we introduce the pro-

jecting operator as follows:

(2.23)

where

PP denotes the pole part in £ and B is a 2PI kernel. As

shown in Ref. [ioj, any 2PI kernel in the axial gauge is free

of mass singularities, i.e. B(k,p) in eq. (2.23) is finite for

p -> 0 as long as le / 0. In consequence, all poles in eq.

(2.24) are generated by the external integration

By taking k=rp In eq. (2.22) we loose the upper limit

on -k2 in a similar way as in eq. (2.12). To regularize the

- 10 -

resulting UV divergence, we put temporarily -fc2< A ,

In fact, however, the pole part in eq. (2,24) does not. depend

on A , due to the flniteness of B (see Ref. [ij for the for-

mal proof).

In consequence, bB^> does not depend on any dimensio-

nal parameters what allows to determine uniquely the tensor/

spinor structure in the indices JJjj' ; we have

where

fi&w'

and Clitv(pJ is the numerator of the gluon propagator in the

light-like gauge:

(2.2a

or are absent fromIndeed, terms like

dimensional origin: due to the rescaling invarianve /eq. (2.7)j

they would have to be of the form: ^ - H 2 , ^ ^ H 2

with H having the dimension of mass.

The same argument nxp to higher twist corrections") can

be repeated in the case of eq. (2.T9), so that the matrices e

appearing therein coincide with those of eq. (2.26).

It justifies the notation d© in eq. (2.18) - the tensor/

spinor indices of M(q,k^ are contracted exactly as in the
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physical cross-section .

Armed with the ladder expansion (eq.(2.2i)J and with the

projector P we can now extract the singular part of M. Using

the identity

(2.28)

we get, after formal manipulation with the serie3 (i-K)

As seen, the projector P acts always on kernels which are

finite, like K, K(i-p)K etc. so that the argument concerning

the A independence holds everywhere in eq.{2.29).
-

The final result for reads:

where

The quantity d§ , called in the following the short-distance

cross-aection, i3 finite in the limit £-*0 ; all singula-

- 12 -

rlties are factored out and collected in X

The mass singularities of Q0 must "be canceled against

those present in F Tsee eq.[2.18)J 3ince the physical lepton-

hadron cross-section is finite. For this reason the following

"renormallaed" parton density must be finite:

(2.52)

where the symlool ® denotes the convolution, i . e .

c(x) = A(X)« B(x) means

C(x)

The lepton-hadron cross-section can be finally expressed by
A

<i6 and F as in the parton model:

* A.I

The scaling violation effects in eq. (2.34) are contro-

led by the renormalization scale jU. . The M- dependence of

Ffl can be derived using the renormalisation group methods

in the dimensional regulariaation scheme. We have

dimensions, what

i I
for physical quantities in m = 4 + 6

implies (see Ref.nl for details )

C a . 5 6 )
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The prooatillities P ^ ^ P O are given by a power series

in (X and are determined ty the coefficient of the single

pole P ^ W ) in eq.(2.3i).

From eqs. (2.32) , (2.36) we get finally the evolution

equation for the density F?

3. SS5_formula_for_the_hard_croas-section

The factorization scheme, presented In Sec.2, can be

applied for any hard cross-section - one should simply repeat

the whole procedure for each external hadron Independently.

We discuss here the general structure of the resulting QCD

formula, valid for any process to any order in (X (up to

power law corrections].

By hard cross-aection one means a semi-inclusive diffe-

rential cross-section

in the reaction

V'2 J

where

seta of initial and final leptons and SL = hx^t a2, ... N|

h' = ]&.[, hg, ... hjjj| denote sets of initial and final ha-

drons. Some sets l,h,l',h' may be empty.

The process (3.2) is considered in the limit when all

masses are neglected, all other scalar products built from

lepton or/and hadron momenta are large whereas their dimen-

sionless fractions are kept fixed. In eq. (3,i) x stands

for a set of fractions appropriate for a given process and
o

Q denotes one of large invariants.

Typical hard processes are: deep inelastic leptopro-

duction, Drell-Yan process, single hardon inclusive electo-

productlon, single hadron inclusive e+e" annihilation,

large p T scattering etc.

The kinematieal structure of the minimal twist part of

the hard cross-section is as in the parton model

where a,a' indicate type of partons (quarks and gluons), F?

are the parton density distributions, F~| are fragmentation

functions and c(6 is the short-distance cross-section. It i3

convenient to write eq. (2.6) in the convolutlve form

\

The partonlc variables like x, Q are obtained by replacing

—>p the corresponding hadronic variables z,Q2.

One can therefore always choose the set x in such a way that

the functions f(x,z,z'y are monomials in arguments z,z,z'.



Various quantities In eq. (3.4) as e.g. Ax, o(x-t},

denote in fact products over appropriate sets.

etc.'

The scaling violation effects are controlled by the re-
2.

normalization scale

tion functions evol

equations

r
ve

. The parton densities and fragmenta-

according to the evolutionwith r

The probabilities P

power series in o( :

a r e given by a

K— A 0.0

rthe index S,T stands for space-lifce and time-like, respec-

tively, according to the kinematical region of the four-rao-

In general, p^ ' " ' / p \ ( i /

appart from the leading term pt°J , known as the Parisi-

Altarelli probability [15J. The probabilities P^(i,<x) are

universal, process independent quantities.

The short-distance cross-section

is given by the series

- 16 -

foz- lepton induced processes, fco=2 for large p^. scatte-

ring).
1

The M- dependence of W is determined by the Peter-M-
raann-Stueclelberg-Gell-Mann-Low teta function ji2,13j

where

(S.W)

The popular parametrization of the solution of

is as follows

where A Is the QCD scale parameter.

The physical croas-section doea not depend

on r =
V

r
One can therefore choose (U in such a way that the series

in eq. f3.1o\ can be truncated after few terms ( in the sence

of the asymptotic expansion). Indeed, by taking U, *iY|bl

we cancel all log Q2/jJ?~ terms and the short-distance cross-

section i s given by a power series in Qf(/*JH j .

The simplest choice for "0 is '0=1. However, we can
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also adjust If] in order to minimize the coefficients in front

of the higher powers of <X . Alternatively, we can say that

we change the originally choosen large invariant Q into

another one

(,.15)

once we observe that the expansion in 0((TIQ. j is more efficient

than in O((Q.ay . I discuss this point in more detail in the

context of the large p™ scattering (sec.4), where the appro-

priate choice af u turns out to be of crucial importance.

The present situation in the perturbative calculations

is the following: we know the QCD results for P ̂  [14,15],

pU»S) pU»TJ fi,2,i6l+ as well as for Pfo' P^ in the

following hard processes: deep inelastic scattering (j7j#

Drell-Yan process, inclusive leptoproduction, inclusive e+e~

annihilation L13J. (

To get the consistent result for d6jtK » o n e should

include the corrections to the evolution ( P **• * ') and to

the short-distanoe cross-seetion \Q ) * hoth calculated up

to the sane order in <X in the same factorization scheme

(the quantities p^»"' and <P are scheme dependent for a>o).

Therefore, since there are some differences between the sche-

mes of Hefs. [i,2J and fi7»18j, the cross-sections from [i7,18j

cannot be merged , as they stand, with probabilities from (j,2j.

+The results for P ̂ S * , p£l'TK given in Hefs. [l ,2] and [16]

do not agree - see Refs[2,19J for the discussion of this point.

ft)
For thi3 reason, a l l existing results for <D have been

transformed recently to the factorization scheme discussed

here [19].

The next-to-leading contribution to the large p ? scatte

ring is under study;: up to now only the quark-quark subpro-

cess has been analyzed r2O-22J. Since the corrections to this

process turn out to be especially interesting, we diacusa the

large pT scattering in more detail in Sec.4.

We finish this section with giving the formal rule for

deriving the short-distance cross-section CTOjn, for any hard

process to any order in 0? . One should f i r s t calculate ( to
a given order in (X ) the associated full lepton-parton cross-

section cKTJfo, for on-shell massless partons,using the dimen-

sional regularizatlon of both UV and collinear divergences.

The short-distance cross-section i s then given by

where

i.e.

C.

* /i

(3.18)

«) is the solution of the equation (2.36), norma-
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Hzed as follows

In terms of moments we have

«
(3.21)

f « any function fVand 1 ia «q» 3.20 i s the chronological

operator, realising the 0( - ordering of the matrices p

Both zJj[(x,O() and <KT contain majt singularities which

cancel in eq. (5.16) so that the short-distance cross-sec-

tion 1* f inite in the limit € -* 0 to any order in 0( .

scatttrinjt

As an example of application of the general formalism

•presented in Sees 2,3 I dicouss here the QCD formula for the

slngle-hadron inclusive cros*t«eection

• anything (*•

in the large p. region. The general expression (5.4) for the

hard cross-section takes now tbe following form

- 20 -

where
—t/S,

4.3

Instead of dl§,dQ we will use the related dimensionless

quantities <P P defined as follows

In the parton model the function Q scales. In expe-

riment , however, one observes much stronger p™ dependence

in the intermediate p« region (say, p T£10 QeVJ than expected

from naive dimensional analysis [23J. Various higher twist

effects have been proposed to explain the abnormal pT depen-

dence in the large pT scattering J2i,25J.

It turns out, however, that also the leading twist for-

mula Of. 2y nay provide mu:h stronger violation of canonical

scaling than naively expected [22]. The point Is, that in the
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case of large p~. scattering it is a priori not obvious what

is the correct scale in eq. (4.2J. Any choice like It = s,t,u,

Pj, (stuj etc. is admissible at the leading log leVel. In or-

der to find the correct scale one should calculate o(v?J cor-

rections and to find the value of AA in eq.fe.io) for which

the next-to-leading term is as small as possible.

The conclusion is \22~\ that U. turns out to be much

It I A
expected; ^nee we try n <V\S

quart contribution

It

smaller then usually expected; ^nee we try

we find (Y1 = e

n, = <V\S -,

(Y1 = e = 0.135 instead of the naive value Cfi = 1.

In the following I will describe this effect in more detail

and discuss the phenomenological implications.

The O(pt̂ ) calculation of the subprocess q + q —* q +

+ anything has been done in Hef. \20J within the factorization

program of Ref. [i&j. An independent calculation in the scheme

discussed in this paper is presented in Ref. [si] . Numerical

analysis of the results of Ref. £_21J and the discussion of the

phenomenological consequences are given in Ref.[22^).

The analytical formulae for the 0(<X J correction term, given

in Refs. [20] and J2i] are identical when transformed to the

same factorization scheme. The physical interpretations, how-

ever, are very different. The authors- of Bef. J20J conclude

that the 0(»*) correction is enormously large so that the

large pT scattering is out of control of perturbative QCD.

Our conclusion is as given atiove: the huge O(p(V term can te

almost entirely removed after suitable choice of 2

of

. T O de-

monstrate it, it is convenient to use the method of large p,p

moments, developed in Refs 121,22J. Taking only the quark-

ion to eq. (4.2) and denoting

H ' f J

we get

I

where

The functions §^ (Wz) $(Wi) a r e given in Refs Ijai^jQ.

To minimize the 0(°<V correction, we take }/. given by

the solution of the equation

U

(i.8)

The correction factor takes now the form

R .
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where T; so that tlM optimal <fl is given by

It turns out that ")(%*) is a very small number and it de-

pends very weakly on n,m. The final result, after replacing

71 and D in eq. (*-6) ^7 ***• esrperlmental structure functions

and after including the next-to-leading contributions to (X

aad fee A (what modifier the value of r^^n.m) in eq.

(+.10}], reads

The authors of Hef.[20] tried only few values of <n around

ff\ » 1, Since ^'(n.m) (after including the corrections men-

tioned above J i s of order of 40, one finds R ^ 3 for ¥1» 1
1at

and for the typical value of - % te 0.05. On the other hand,
M¥

we find R £ 1 In a very broad region of n,m for f\ %. 0.135.

The result (4.1i) implies that the scaling violation

in eq. (••4j will be wach stronger than one could naively expect

by talcing f|«, 1. Indeed, the net effect is that we can use the

leading log formula for P , but with IA"/T]S . For 90° scat-

tering we hae roughly s 4p^ d e to the tritering we have roughly s • 4p^ due to the trigger bias, so

th*t *» get effectively the enhancement factor

with respect to the naive result withr The power P (n,m")

can be expressed by the leading log probabilities

Typical value for the first few moments is P(n,m) » 5.

The function F(Ptp) for P^.m1) - 5. A= < M is ploted

versus pT In Fig.8. As seen, the effect is Indeed dramatic

in the p™ range explored in the present experiments and it

may modify essentially the large pT phenomenology.

An equivalent formulation of the above result is that

the Its' scheme In which the function r^Tjn.a) has been calcu-

lated is not very usefull In practice. It Is much better to

redefine the scheme by changing A as follows

C4.14)

In the new scheme, defined by eq. (4.14) one should make the

natural choice Uje s in order to get small 0(<xJ correc-

tions. Indeed, one can give arguments [22J that the necessi-

ty of rescaling A as in eq.A.14) in order to define a

sensible scheme arises In a natural way at the one loop level

in the dimensional regularizatlon.

One may wonder why the similar phenomenon has not been

discovered in the numerical analysis of the next-to-leading

corrections in deep inelastic scattering. The answer., is very

simple: the power P(n) in the corresponding enhancement fac-

tor is now

i
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go that the sensitivity on the variation of A is much

lower in deep inelastic scattering I for comparison we plot

also FfpT^ for P = 1 in Fig.s).

It means that even if we take an "unphysical" scheme like

IIS, the resulting next-to-leading correction remains small

in deep Inelastic scattering whereas the corresponding effect

In large p™ scattering is very dramatic ( R = 3J .

5.

The QCD formula [3.4J simplifies enormously after taking

moments; due to the eonvolutive structure of integrals in eq.

(3»4) we get simply products of moments. Also the evolution

equations (?»"ff) c a n be solved in e trivial way in terms of mo-

ments..

In practice, however, moments cannot be measured. E.g.

in deep inelastic scattering one has to guess somehow the

"behaviour of the structure function around x=0 and i=1 where

the data are either very poor or do not exist at all. On the

other hand, the scaling violation effects are the strongest

in both regions mentioned above so that the results of the

QCD analysis in terms of moments may be very sensitive to the

assumed behaviour of the structure function around x=O and

i=1. Another difficulty of the method of moments is that the

QCD corrections are not uniform in xt e.g. one usually expects

that the region z = 1 is much stronger affected by the higher

twist contributions than the intermediate x range.

Some methods of avoiding these problems have teen propo-

sed [26j , the most natural approach, however (even if, tech-

nically, not the simplest one) is to analyze the data directly

in the x space.

A typical situation is that we know from the experiment

the values of the structure function f(x,Q ) for a set of

points (**, Q?j . In order to analyze the above set of data

points one should:

a.) solve the evolution equations in the x space,

b] parametrize somehow the input densities F^f1* ^o>))

o) perfora the convolutions of the parton densities with

the short distance cross-section in eq.^3.4),

d) fit the input and A to the data.

Recently a method has been proposed in which all opera-

tions listed above can be done in a rather simple way [27] • I dis-

cuss here the applications for deep inelastic electroproduction.

The main idea is to take as a functional basis in x spa-

ce the set of Laguerre polynomials In the variable y » In 1/x .

In this basis the convolution of two functions is .a simple ope-

ration because of the nice convolutive property of Laguerre po-

lynomials ;

--L«H-«+i&)

00

(»•«)
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and we know the Laguerre expansion of A and B

00

then the Laguerre coefficients Cn can be derived as follows;

m.

where fei=Bi~Bi_i» ^i 1**

The evolution equations can be solved in a simple way-

using the Laguerre method. In the simplest case of the non-

singlet density F(X,Q 2) in the leading log approximation we

have

where P(X) . The solution reads

where

and the evolution function E(J,X) has the following laguerre

expansion:

•2

where

- 28 -

and the coefficients I

tions

5.9

are given by the reccurence rela-

Here Pi=pi-pi_i» p_i=° a n d ?j_ a r e t n e Laguerre coefficients

of the probability

5.11

The analytic formulae for the Laguerre coefficients of all

functions entering the QCD expressions for P^0', P^ 1, P

and (0^ are given in Ref. |27jJ.

The method worts also for the singlet case; the higher

order corrections can be included in a simple way (se Ref.

for details].

Expanding the input distribution

and performing the convolution in eq. (5.6-j using the general

rule (5*4) we get the solution of the evolution equation, gi-

ven in the form of the Laguerre series and parametrized by the

Laguerre coefficients ¥ n of the input.

In practice, the Laguerre series converges very Quickly

and uniformly in x (due to orthogonality of the Laguerre poly-
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nomlals) so that it can be truncated after reasonable number

( H ) of terms f N ^ 5 - 20 ) .

The convolution with the short-distance cross-section

can be done again using eq.f5.4j. We and up with the expres-

sion fop the structure function ffx,Q2; A,"?}, parametrized

by A .F where f = {*VF2' ' • " F N } '
To fit the QCD formula to the data, we have to minimi-

(>•»)

where Dj + ©^ are the experimental values. A nice property

of *X (A,V) is that It depends quadratically on the vector F.

Therefore the minimalization in the variables A;F can be

reduced to solving the system of linear equations

and to the subsequent one variable rainimaliaation of

where I"(y\) denotes the solution of eq. (5.14 J for a given A

The function 'X Ov is a physical quantity, i.e. it

does not depend neither on the factorization scheme nor on

the definition of the input parton densities. The error of

the fit of A is given by

The formulae tor all elements of the covarisnce matrix for

the parameters A . P ^ .... F^ are given in Hef. (27J .

I have used the-method presented above to fit the CDHS

data J28J for Fg and F». "She results are, in general, much

less optimistic aa compared with those coning from the analysis

of moments. The general conclusion is that the present data

are not good enough to provide a convincing test of QCD. To

demonstrate it, I plot in Tig.'9 the function X$) for Ty both

with and without next-to-leading corrections.

As seen, the fit is quite good, but % (i\) is only very

little sensitive to the variation of A -In the leading log

case A = 0.1 la as good as A • 1.0. After including the

next-to-leadlng corrections, the larger values of A are

less prefered, but still there is a broad plateau for

0.0 <" A < 0.6. The minimum is more prominent in the non-

ainglet case; for ¥„ the value of A is strongly correlated

with the shape of the gluon input so that X (A) is almost

constant for A<C 0*6.

The result of the fit to F, with next-to-leading cor-

rections inoluded Is

0.31 + 0.23 .

The input non-singlet distribution for

C5.17)

2 GeV2, obtained

(5.16)

as a result of the fit is given In Fig.10. (fill input densi-

ties presented here correspond to the S scheme of Ret.[i9j.J
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Since the gluon distribution Is strongly correlated with

f± and the latter is very fcadly determined in the fit to F2,

I present the results of the best fit to F2, with A taken

from the fit to F_. The singlet and gluon densities for

Q | =* 2 GeV2 and with the next-to-leading corrections inclu-

ded are given in Figs.11,12, respectively. I plot also the

leading log gluon input in Fig.13.

The errors in Figs.12,13 are large since the gluon distri-

bution gives only a small contribution to P_.

The visible change of the shape of X (A) as well as

the substantial reduction of errors (especially for the gluon

input ~ compare Figs.12 and 13 J after including the next-to-

leading corrections is due to the fact that the terms of order

1/log Q /A^ t even if numerically moderate (g 2O#) , have

much stronger Q 2 variation than the log log Q /A effects

of the leading log formula.

The sensitivity of the results of the fit to the non-

asymptotic (but rapidly varying with Q ) corrections seems to

indicate that the QCD analysis of the data without including

power like corrections does not make very much sense in the

present range of Q2.

6.

I discuss here the extension of the factorization scheme

presented in Sec.2 on the higher twist sector. Contrary to the

minimal twi3t part which is now well understood both in the OPS

framework and in the diagrammatic approach, our knowledge of the

higher twist physics is very poor in the moment.

In principle, there are no conceptual problems in the

OPE method; Nevertheless, no systematic analysis has teen

carried out up to now. As far as the diagrammatic approach

is concerned, the situation looks even worse - there is no

systematic method at all for deriving power law corrections

directly from Feynman diagrams. Recently, the problem has

been considered in Ref. [29J, which contains a lot of interes-

ting qualitative remarks concerning the physical picture under-

lying the higher twist physics. The general diagrammatic

scheme for higher twists, however,is still lacking.

Also the results of this section should be considered

as very preliminary: 1 will present a method for handling

higher twists which Is quite general and looks reasonable -

up to now, however, I have got only very little numerical

experience in the subject.

let us start with the observation that there are three

main sources of the power law corrections:

a.) higher order terms in the Taylor expansion of M(q,k)

In eq. (2.17) around k=xp;

b) diagrams which do not contain 2PI states at all

as in Fig. 14 }
c) target and quark mass corrections.

The caae e) is rather simple: the kinematical corrections

of this type can be taken into account using the " 3 - scaling

method (30). I will not discuss this point in the following.

On the other hand, the cases a,b correspond to what

was called in Ref. (29J "dynamical higher twist3B.



Consider first the case a"). After Taylor expanding u(q,]cl

in eq.(2.17) we will get more and more powers of k and k^

under the d4k integral. Since the blob H goes down like some

inverse power of k we will get sooner or later the HV singu-

larities as in the parton model. E.g. the integrand of the

diagram in Fig.15 behaves like 1/k so that after adding one
o

power of k in numerator the integral diverges logarithmically.

It means simply that theve will be again a logarithmic

Structure on top of each power of 1/Q2. To isolate logarithms,

we proceed as in Sec.2, i.e. we enter more deeply into the

•blob H: once the n-particle intermediate states do not

guarantee the convergence, we include them into the "cross-

section" part and we end up with the (n+1) -particle-irreduci-

ble blob. Now, if the integral converges (apart from diver-

gences of d(T ) , we stop the iteration, whereas if it does

not, we increase n by 1 and continue the penetration of the

blob H.

That is the basic operation in the case a). In order to

write it in a more formal way we introduce the following no-

tation:

HjV*' - the N-partiele-irredueible (NFI) hadron-parton blob

with n outgoing parton legs,

- the parton-parton kernel with m Incoming and n out-

going lines, connected and LPI, where L=raax[n,niJ,

- nPl parton-lepton blob with n incoming parton lines,

i - full parton-lepton blob with n incoming parton lines,

- nPI hadron-lepton blob.

dC

The diagram is NPI if any horison.tal cut dividing it into

two connected and 1PI pieces crosses at least N+1 lines.

We will also use the following abbreviations:

The decomposition in eq. (2.11f) corresponds in the new

notation to

(6.0

Now, to extract the three particle states from H2, we iterate

as follows

The term 6"2^2. contains the power law corrections mentioned

in the point "b) above. To extract the leading part (^

we iterate as follows

Combining (6.2) and (6*3) we get

Repeating the above procedure N+2 times we get

The formula is the basic expression for analyzing the



power law corrections.

We proceed now in a similar way as in the twist two ease,

i.e. we perform the Taylor expansion of a©^ around the confi-

guration where all incoming momenta k.j ,. . .,kn are on-siiell and

collinear, truncating the series after M terms; the numbers U

and N in eq. (6.4) should be related in such a way that the re-

sulting integrals over hadronic blobs are UV convergent. The

divergences generated by the Ta;*lor expansion are isolated

in d6u a n d should be factored out by means of a suitable

projecting procedure.

Let us consider one term of the sum in eq.(6.4):

where k stands for the set of r.omenta

and dk = Tdk^ S(Zkjj, in order to derive the leading power T

we put k=atp in «6 :

where x denotes the set of fractions |x.|,:x2,

dx =

Tae function hi^T(i,p,n) has the canonical dimension

C6.7)

where ju (JLQ) denotes the number of fermion ^gluon) lines

so that n = n., + n̂ ,.

I expand now
^
into invariant amplitudes

where the scalar amplitudes h 4 are dimensionless, A is the

eQCD scale parameter used as a dimensional unit here,

appropriate tensor/spinor matrices and

are

dim e. 6.9

The dimensional factor

corresponding factor

D-D

D-D

i must be compensated by the

i coming from so that

It is now a matter of simple algebra to derive the explicit

expression for T . We have to our disposal the following

tensors and spinors

To get the maximal dimension of ê  we can limit ourselves to

div (̂wfS i tf * ̂ o r maximizing D, we should take as many £

as possible, but we need at least one dkof̂ J in the case

of the odd number of gluon lines. Therefore the result depends

on wheather n~ is ev«n or odd;

T- (6.12)
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Since n_ is an even Integer, so is also T • We get

a) T = 0 for (n^ng") = (2,0") , (0,2), i.e. for n=2;

t>) T = 2 for (nj,,!̂ ) - (4,0) , (2,2), (2,i), (o,3),(o,4_}

i.e. for n=3 or n=4;

e) T = 4 for (np.n^ = (6,o) , (4,2), (4,1); (2,4), (2,3)

(0,5) , (p,S)', i.e. for n=5 or n=6

etc'

Thus, in- order to derive -the next-to-leading twist con-

tribution, we should take N=4 in eq. (6.4):

For the cross-sections d^dO/j. we take only the leading

term in the Taylor expansion, since the blobs ^ . H - behave

like A^ •"• The cross-section t(§̂  should be expanded up to

quadratic terms in 0 = fc-xp. The leading term of the Taylor

expansion corresponds to the leading twist, the subsequent terms

^linear and quadratic) will produce

of the form

1/Q corrections

The integrals in eq. (6.14) exist, since the dangerous diagrams

as in Fig.15 have been removed from H and included in (TO .

To factor out the mass singularities we have to generalize

the projecting operation discussed in Sec.2. In order to carry

out factorization, as in eq. (2.29), the action of the projector

P on the kernel A in the configuration APB must coincide with

the operation performed on the cross-sections Q O . Since the

latter are Taylor expanded, also the kernel A must tie expanded

in powers of f> . Therefore the action of P an a two particle

intermediate state between A and B is generalized as follows:

where

.16)

The Lorentz structure of b«,. ...h* c a n ^ e resolved in a simple

way since pa =0. - - • •'

In the case of more particle states, one should introdu-

ce the set of Independent momenta, consistent with the overall

energy-momentum conservation and the Taylor operator should

act in a usual way on each momentum of the set.

To write all formulae in the compact form, it is conve-

nient to use the matrix notation in the number of legs. I.e.

we denote by d0-> H ' the vectors

(6.1?)

and we define the matrix as follows:
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etc' whereas P_^ = 0 for n>mt so that T ia an NxN upper

triangular matrix. The equation (6.4) can toe now written in

the matrix form a3 follows

(6.19)

and the factorization can be carried out formally in the same

way as for the twist two case:

where P is the generalized projector defined above, written

in the form of the diagonal NxN matrix.

In fact, there is a lot of terms in eq.(6.20) which

vanish identically. To demonstrate it, let ue introduce the

symbolic notation

a1.21*, (6.21)

where Fv 'is the part of the projector corresponding to the

i-th term of the Taylor expansion, e *• ' denotes both the

Taylor operator and the polarization matrix, acting on the

kernel A and v ^ denotes the projecting matrix, extracting

a given Lorentz structure and projecting out the pole part

of the kernel B. The sum in eq.(6.2i) runs over number of

legs, various Lorentz structures and parton types.

Let us consider few typical terms entering the formula

(G.20) :

a)

bility;

/ 0 , gives rise to the twist two proba-

- 0 for i>0, since the dk 2A 2 singulari-

ty is canceled by additional powers of g in numerator;

p ^ K 2 ^ ^ « 0 ; now the integral loots like, e.g.

(6.22)

for i =2. There is the mass singularity here (pole

at 0 d o e s n o t r l s e t 0 l o g

We regularize the integral by taking ^ > 1 and we con-

tinue the result to

pole at | -

= 0 (without subtracting the

what gives

(6.23)

so that the pole part at € • 0 vanishes.

o 0 for the same reasons an in a);

/ 0 , gives rise to the transition pro-

bability 5-»2 for the twist four part;

f)"p*^K a'V^ / 0, gives rise to the diagonal 2^2

probability for the twist four part;

g)"p C°H 5*e^ / 0, gives rise to the diagonal 3-»3

probability for the twist four part.

As far as the mixing problem is concerned, we see that

since the terms b,c) vanish, the terms a) and f) will be ne-

ver mixed. It means simply that twist two and twist four do

not mix. On the other hand, there will be the mixing among
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various twist four probabilities lite e), f}, g).

Let us make one more comment concerning the integrals

like in eq. (6.22). They do not give rise to the twist four

probabilities, they will however contribute to the full result

since we will find them again in the short-distance cross-

sections. In the latter case there will be Q instead of A

in eq.. (6.22). It is instructive to compare the result (6.23̂ )

with the similar expression for massive partons. We would have

then

fltt1
(6.24)

A typical diagram is given in Fig.16; as seen, one can inter-

pret the result (6.24) as a wave function effect: the term

1/Q comes from the upper limit of the integral over the soft

part of the hadronic blob. In the scheme with massive partons

we would have to subtract somehow the term 1/m , as contribu-

ting to the twist two part. In the dimensional regularlaation

we do it simply by ignoring the pole at % =1.

To the end of this section I want to present few quali-

tative remarks concerning the possible phenomenology within

the scheme schetched above.

First, It is rather obvious that one will encounter

a lot of practical difficulties in the applications of higher

twist formulae as in eq..(6*4). The number of independent input

distributions increases rapidly with N and the convolutive

structure in 1 space is more and more involved. Presumably,

neither the existing data nor those coming in the nearest future

will be precise enough to extract all independent twist four

input distributions.

One way out is to adopt some model for the hadronic wave

functions and to derive the functions H£ ' within this model.

Here I want to gues3 another possibility of simplifying the

formula (6.4). The hypothesis is that the twist four contribu-

tions coming from the term $3% Hjj, dominate as compared to

those with n>2. For motivation, let us consider the Born cross-

section in eq. (2.8). Expanding to order ^ i ^ a w e S e t

W
a

As seen, the dominant contribution for zB~» 1 comes from the

expansion of the O function:

(6.26)

In terms of moments, we get the famous term

whereas other terms in eq.(6.25) are not enhanced by n.

Thus the dominant piece for sB-»1 is of klnematlcal origin

it reflects the effects of the off-9hell kinematics of the

struck parton.1
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No- similar kineraatical effects will Tie present in the

twist four part of dC,,dC., where only the leading terra of the

Taylor expansion enter. The only problem is that dCg will be

coupled to H* for n> 2 via non-diagonal kernels like K2,,K2^.

Some of them, like the one if Fig.16 will be down by an extra

power of (i-x), whereas those with soft vertical gluons, like

K2_ will, presumably, provide only the infrared regularization

for To» aftsr taking into account the equations of motion (see [29]).

It is plausible, therefore, that the popular ansatz "take

leading log matrix element but work out exactly the kinematics"

may find a justification also for power law corrections.
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Flgare.captions

Covariant parton model - fcloba E and a are damped for
large k2 .

F ig .2 F(x) in eq. (2.1&) as a zero momentum vertex with opera-

tor insert ion.

Fig .3 Lowest order diagram giving r ise to the UV divergences

of F(i) in eq. (2.16) .

Fig .4 An example of a diagram which remains f in i t» after taking

k=xp in the Born cross-section.

Fig.5 Pictorial representation of the decomposition in eq. \2.MJ,

Fig.6 Lowest order diagram giving r ise to the mass s ingulari-

t i e s of U.

Fig .7 Bethe-Salpeter type expansion for M: C,K are 2PI kernels.

Fig .8 Typical values of the enhancement factor F(pT) in eq.

(4.12) for large p™ scattering (upper curvw) and for

deep ine las t i c leptoproduction (lower curve).

Fig.9 "X ( A ) for F, , with and without next-to leading correc-

t ions .

Fig.10 Input quark density (q-q) for F , .

Fig.1t. Input quark dertity (q+q) for Fg.

Fig.12 Input gluon density with next-to-leading corrections.

Fig.13 Input gluon densi ty:f i t with the leading log formula.

Fig.14 Example of a diagram missing in eq. (2 .17) and giving

r i se to power law corrections.

Fig.15 Example of a diagram, for which the twist two part i s

f in i t e and the twist four part i s UV divergent.

Fig.16 Example of a diagram, admiting the wave function inter-

pretation.
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